Dear parents/carers,
It has been another busy week in school as
we draw a close to this academic year.
We have seen and been so impressed by our
new Year 5 pupils who came and spent the
day with us on Wednesday. Their
excitement, enthusiasm and overall attitude
really raised our expectations further for the
new year.
Likewise, it was brilliant to hear of the
wonderful day our pupils had at their chosen
new schools. It is never easy to say goodbye
and we will miss all of those who are moving
on, but we know they will do themselves
proud and use the skills they have learnt
here at PMS to further their education.
It was also really pleasing to meet the new
parents of children coming into all year
groups. Their praise for the school and their
comments about the school’s direction were
lovely for all of us to hear.
On Tuesday, a group of ten students from
Year 7 and 8 visited the YTF awards at RAF
Cosford. They had a fantastic day where they
got to hear from three real-life children’s
authors: Joseph Elliott, Nicola Penfold and
Alex Foulkes.

The pupils thoroughly enjoyed their day and
were an absolute credit to the school. We
thank Ms Evans for organising such a great
trip. Please see further photos from the day
throughout this week’s L’hebdo.
It was also a big day for Daniel L, Sam T, Lillia
B and Toby H who competed in the local
athletics finals on Wednesday. Due to their
success in previous rounds the children had
the opportunity to compete against several
other pupils from across the county so a huge
well done to them.
Can I please ask you to look at the updated
Uniform Policy using this link. There are some
changes from this year which will come into
effect from September so please make sure
you have looked at these in advance of the
new year.
I hope you have a relaxing weekend and see
you all next week.
Mr Grocutt
Headteacher

Check out these links

Trick Box-Click Here
Accelerated Reader and MyOn-Click
Here
Penkridge Fun Run-Click Here
Pupil Success-Click here

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR ALL PARENTS/CARERS

We are a Trick Box School!
WHAT IS TRICK BOX?
We all need a few tricks up our sleeves.
It’s not always easy being a young person working out who you are and how to navigate challenges and changes in
the world.
Building Happy Life Habits
Trick Box is a simple, evidenced based, whole school, whole journey, emotional management and personal
development programme. It supports children, young people and their families from pre-school to sixth form. Each
programme, which is available across the Academy Trust, (Early Years to KS5) builds on the others but also stands
alone.
We are utilising this programme in school to support the mental health and wellbeing of your children. In TRICK BOX
time, children will be taught a series of 'tricks' to help them deal with everyday situations.
In KS2, these tricks are printed on cards and used throughout the school. If you would like
box of TRICK BOX cards to use with your child at home, then please order these via
They are very reasonably priced at £3.

to purchase a
ParentPay.

In KS3, children will be provided with a journal to be filled with the tricks. An overview of
the halftermly habits and tricks will be provided that they can reflect on when further support is needed for their well-being.
Years 5 and 6- The 4 C’s
The Trick Box programme develops personal skills in 4 key areas
Trick Box programmes from Reception to year 6 develop personal
skills in 4 key areas through positive habit formation.
Children develop self-coaching skills and use tricks from their Trick
Box to help them manage everyday life.
Teachers use the tricks in class and parents are able to practise these
with their children at home (cards are available to order).

The tricks are introduced and practised
regularly so that everyone is confident
about using them.
Trick Box offers the personal skills we
all need to not only manage ourselves
but to take up positive life
opportunities and thrive!

This programme is already in place in some of our first schools and will be in all our trust schools imminently.
Years 7 and 8- Inbox
The Inbox programme for KS3-5 (Middle years 7-8) is all about developing personal habits and skills in 5 key areas
(building on the skills already practised with Trick Box).
Less is more
Developing personal habits doesn’t have to be hard
work. Inbox tricks in the 5 key areas are introduced
weekly, building on the skills learnt previously with
Trick Box.
The habit-based tricks develop progressive skills and
subskills in line with age-related experiences and
development.
This programme will then continue if they transition
to Wolgarston High School or The Rural Enterprise
Academy.
Independence is key
The Inbox programme encourages young people to build individual
strengths.
Using a self-coaching model alongside the habit-based tricks helps
to manage challenges in the here and now and create motivating
for the future.

them
plans

Everyone is unique and we all need to find our own paths
Some young people may prefer to keep which tricks they’re
practising to themselves. Some may wish to share with parents/carers and gain further support. The family can
choose to work on some tricks together. Others prefer to talk to peers or get a little extra help from staff.
We are very pleased to be introducing this programme and hope that
we see the benefits soon. Please do not forget to order your Trick Box
cards for KS2 children, via ParentPay.

24 useful ‘tricks’

HOME

HOME

1.)

Eve C 6CA- 169, 441

2.)
3.)

Alex P 7LW- 128, 204
Emily R 5SE- 66, 128

4.)

Isabelle H 6TG- 56, 147

5.)

George P 6AG- 55, 780

5SE - 14 quizzes taken
6AG- 12 quizzes taken
7LW- 7 quizzes taken
A massive well done to everyone who took quizzes this week.
A reminder that quizzes on MyON or Accelerated Reader
are a part of English homework and these should be done
regularly.

HOME

Pupil Success

On Tuesday 5th July, a group of ten students from
Year 7 and 8 visited the YTF awards at RAF
Cosford. We had an absolutely fantastic day
where we got to hear from three real-life
children’s authors: Joseph Elliott, Nicola Penfold
and Alex Foulkes.
Not only did we get to hear the inspirations
behind their stories, we also got inside
information on what it takes to become a
published author. At the end of our visit, we met
all three authors and picked up some signed
bookmarks. We also had a chance to visit the
fascinating aircraft museum while we were here.
All in all, a fantastic day was had by all and our
students were amazing ambassadors for PMS.
Ms Evans

A BIG congratulations to Will-8AC who has recently been
selected for the Regional Wild Cats Touch Rugby U15's boy's
team. He will be competing in a National Tournament on
17th/18th September organised by the England Touch
Rugby Team. Great work Will and well done from us all.
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